WeWork Deploys Mersive Technologies Solstice Collaboration Platform at 500+ Locations

A Mersive Case Study
Why Mersive?

“The main thing that attracted us to the Mersive Solstic collaboration platform was its reliability. With competing solutions, we had to constantly reboot, the uptime on the devices wasn’t good, and the devices were not as modern as what Mersive was offering for essentially the same price or less.”

Jacob Robinson, Director of Engineering, WeWork
Key Takeaways

- Solstice Cloud Enables Scalable Deployment
- Dynamic Digital Signage Maximizes Room Use
- Web-based Sharing Is a Game-Changer
- Reduced Physical Equipment for Easy Installation and Maintenance
Solstice Cloud Enables Scalable Deployment

- WeWork uses 15,000 Solstice Pods across locations, which means deployment had to be easy and require minimal time investment.
- Solstice Cloud enabled efficient deployment of Pods all over the world at more than 500 WeWork locations.
Mersive Solstice’s Dynamic Digital Signage feature is a hosted web page, enabling endless customization. WeWork developed motion sensors to work with the Solstice platform so that if movement is detected in the room, the screen can display a welcome message.

If the room is not booked, a screen will pop up that informs the person in the room they need to book it in order to use it.

This helps WeWork make more efficient use of space and reduce conference-room squatters.
Web-based Sharing Is a Game-Changer

Solstice’s new web-based sharing feature not only automatically loads security certificates for a more frictionless sharing experience and fewer support calls, but it also allows those who want to share their screen to do so in seconds.
Reduced Physical Equipment for Easy Installation and Maintenance

WeWork was looking for a streamlined wireless collaboration solution. Competing solutions tested were limiting, had cumbersome software that needed more permissions, required additional hardware such as dongles, hubs, and switchers, and were generally more difficult to install by comparison.
Equipment List

- Mersive Solstice Pods
- Mersive Dynamic Digital Signage
- Mersive Solstice Cloud
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Learn more about us at mersive.com